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Tarchon Fist stands for top-class masterpieces in traditional 80’s Heavy Rock, Heavy Metal and True Metal style.
In ancient myths and legends, Tarchon was an etrurian king, a hero - and also a god: The god of the storm!
The name Tarchon Fist underlines the power and the impact of the band on stage. Formed by guitarist and
song writer Luciano "Lvcio" Tattini in Bologna in 2005 after the split of the 80's band Rain, Tarchon Fist's
reputation to unleash irresistable, rousing 80‘s Heavy Metal atmosphere by their songs and performances led to
a contract with the label My Graveyard Productions in 2007. Guest musicians who appear on the group's first
two albums "Tarchon Fist" (2008) and "Fighters" (2009) include also well-known artists such as Cliff Evans (ex
Tank; ex Paul Di'Anno), Tom Naumann (Primal Fear), Robb Weir (Tygers Of Pan Tang) or Dean "Deano"
Robertson (ex Tygers Of Pan Tang). After a change of line up with Mirco "Ramon" Ramondo on vocals and
Sergio "Rix" Rizzo on guitars, the disc "Heavy Metal Black Force" (My Graveyard Productions) came out in 2013,
followed by the 10 years' anniversary album "Celebration" (2015, Il Male Production / Pure Steel Promotion)
which contains a new song called "Celebration" and the best of the band's classics of the first decade and was
partially re-recorded with the new band members. From 2010 to now, the line up of Tarchon Fist has remained
the same except for the new drummer Giacomo "Jack" Lauretani who joined the band in 2016. The selfproduced four-track EP "Proud To Be Dinosaurs" was released in 2017 as a foretaste of the next album.
After 13 years of activity, albums, promos, video clips, EPs, LPs, singles, appearances on compilation Cds
enclosed to the German magazines Rock Hard and Rock It! and many live performances across Europe, sharing
the stages with bands such as Girlschool, Crucified Barmara, Tokyo Blade, Helstar, Tygers Of Pan Tang, Manilla
Road, Steel Assassin, Vision Divine, Molly Hatchet, Cloven Hoof, Lizzy Borden, Freedom Call, Scanner and The
Unity (with members of Gamma Ray), the overwhelming power blast of their live performances catapulted the
winners ot the W:O:A Metal battle Italy 2018 to the Wacken Open Air in Germany, where they were frenetically
celebrated by the metal-heads!
The upcoming concept album "Apocalypse" will be released on August 16, 2019 via the German label Pride &
Joy Music and is the first concept album in Tarchon Fist's rousing classic 80's Heavy Rock- and Heavy Metal
style. "Apocalypse" ignites a fireworks display of enthralling melodies, dynamic and diversified arrangements,
ingeniously crazy guitar runs, rich groove, hymnic hooklines and great catchy Heavy Metal earworm choruses
which will make you sing along. In this thrilling interplay between the forces of light and the diabolical powers
of darkness, once again Tarchon Fist frontman Mirco Ramondo convinces with his varied vocals of enormous
vocal range and gives the 11 tracks an extra dose of bite and spine-tingling effect.
Line up:
Mirco "Ramon" Ramondo (lead vocals), Luciano "Lvcio" Tattini (guitars and vocals), Sergio "Rix" Rizzo (guitars
and vocals), Marco "Wallace" Pazzini (bass guitars and vocals), Giacomo "Jack" Lauretani (drums)

For further information, please visit the following websites:

http://www.tarchonfist.com/
https://www.facebook.com/TARCHON-FIST-62330391412/
https://www.youtube.com/user/tarchonfistofficial/videos?view=0&flow=grid
https://www.backstagepro.de/tarchonfist
https://www.prideandjoy.de/
https://www.facebook.com/prideandjoymusic
Band contact: Luciano "Lvcio" Tattini, e-mail: lvcio@tarchonfist.com

